Desert Mountain wanted...
Year-round Performance
Excellent Wear Resistance
Superior Heat Stress Tolerance

We Delivered
(On All Five Courses)
As golf courses look to improve or restore their design, the art of contouring fairways doesn't garner as much attention as it should. Fairway contours on many courses — old and new — tend to be too narrow, too systematic and of secondary consideration. With a little tweaking here and there, however, reworked contours can be the fastest way to improve the architecture and playability of most golf courses.

The creation of the straight, narrow fairway contour approach can be traced back to the early 1950s (USGA's Joe Dey). That's when protecting par and the host club's ego became more important than determining the best player. When courses around the nation heard about the revolutionary idea of pencil-thin fairways, many followed USGA's lead.

As golf's governing bodies continue to sit back and watch equipment outdate most of the pre-1930 courses where they prefer playing Majors, fairway contours are continually tightened. Golf course committees take this irrational setup approach to heart and follow suit. It's a bizarre infatuation to push the infamous "tough but fair" envelope, which we all know is an utterly meaningless concept in the everyday enjoyment of golf across America.

So as spring approaches and the subsequent growing season allows superintendents to prepare courses for play, there is no better time to do some in-house restoration on your fairways. A little tweaking here or there can not only make a course more enjoyable to play, but also increase speed of play and accentuate design features.

With those thoughts in mind, here are some basics on fairway contouring from an architectural point of view:

- **Wide as possible** — Unless you are under order from some governing body to impose a 25-yard maximum, fairways should be as wide as your budget and design allows. Green committees usually want to narrow things down to penalize those dreaded long hitters. However, narrow fairways only make the game tougher on the average player who struggles out of rough, but easier for the good player because it tends to keep that person's ball out of hazards like trees and bunkers. Worst of all, narrow fairways eliminate strategic design possibilities.

- **Stay away from set widths** — Every hole is different, particularly sloping ones. Judge accordingly and allow more room for fairways with slope or contour because they end up playing narrower than flat fairways. Golf professionals tend to be most guilty of the every-fairway-must-be-the-same-width-approach.

- **Hug hazards** — Does anything look worse than seven yards of rough between the fairway edge and an important bunker? Expanding fairways to the edge of bunkers not only looks more aesthetically natural, but brings the trouble into play as the architect intended.

- **Contours don't need to get wet** — The shaved lake bank concept (which Augusta National probably kicks itself for not copyrighting) has taken the short-grass-next-to-hazards-concept literally INTO the hazards! Golf courses have mimicked the shaved lake bank look, but must we risk the lives of innocent maintenance staff to be like Augusta? An inch or two of rough around water hazards is more reasonable.

- **Avoid straight lines** — This doesn't mean you need to make your fairway lines look like they came off a landscape architect's drawing board. Trust your artistic instincts by incorporating some gentle curves, preferably creating contours that accentuate ground features and hazards. Avoid covering interesting humps and bumps in the fairway with rough because few hazards are more appealing than a tightly-mown mound.

So if the board nixed another year of upgrading your course or you are putting together a master plan, do not forget the most important playability aspect of any golf course — fairway contours. They are the cheapest and easiest way for a quick fix, and key to the long-term appreciation of any layout.

Geoff Shackelford, who has wrangled over fairway designs with fellow green committee members, can be reached at geoffshac@aol.com
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Our five-minute guide on how to enjoy yourself in “N’awlins” – when you’re not doing business

BY CURT HARLER

If you’re headed to New Orleans for the big show, here are some tips to make your visit more fun and friendly. Say after me: “Laissez Les Bon Temps Rouler (Let the good times roll).” After all, that’s why we’re goin’ to New Orleans.

Getting there
It will cost $10 for the airport shuttle and it leaves the airport for downtown every 10 minutes. Cabs charge a flat $21 for two people, and $8 for each additional person. If you’re driving on the Interstate, don’t look for signs to say “French Quarter.” The signs will say “Vieux Carre” (old square).

Best freebies
My boss doesn’t pay me any better than your boss does, so here are some great, cheap thrills in New Orleans:
• Nothing beats the free trip across the Mississippi on the Canal Street Ferry that runs between the dock at the base
of Canal Street and Algiers on the other side. Just stay on the boat and it'll take you back. The round trip is about 35 minutes.

- Check out any of the above-ground cemeteries. Go during daylight and go with a friend or two. Don't go at night. (It's the live ones, not the dead ones, you need to beware.) Try St. Louis Number One at the edge of the Vieux Carre a block from North Rampart Street. If you have a car, see the Metairie Cemetery, which is unparalleled.

- The National Park Service offers one-hour walking tours from its office in the French Quarter twice daily. They have different themes, but all are interesting and informative. The French Quarter walking tour, published by the Convention and Visitors Bureau, hits the high points of the Vieux Carre and has a driving tour of the Garden District.

- There are some cheap thrills, too. For a couple of bucks, you can have a beignet ("bin-yay") breakfast at Café du Monde (see below). Or buy some pralines at any of the shops in the Quarter. My favorite is Old Town at 627 Royal.

- Walk Bourbon Street after dark. It's cheap unless you fall for the kids' "Betcha I know where you got them shoes, mister" routine (answer is "in New Orleans") or start hitting the bars. Watch the crowds, see the girls "earn" beads tossed from the balconies or listen to the music. A bit of trivia: In the United States, only New Orleans and Las Vegas do not have closing laws. Once you settle in for eating or drinking, see "expense account" listings below.

### Food off the beaten path

Dickie Brennan's Steak House at 716 Iberville, and Chef Horst and Karen Pfeifer at Chartres and Ursulines are two French Quarter restaurants worth a look. NOLA (get it?) is a spin-off of Emeril's and has the same good food, but the downstairs is more informal than upstairs. My personal favorite (but it's getting more press these days): Bayona at 430 Dauphine.

Among the newer spots getting good reviews are Iron Mike's Grill (owned by recently fired Saints head coach Mike Ditka): an Indian place, Nirvana, at 4308 Magazine; and Mr. John's Steak and Seafood at 2112 St. Charles. My favorite for Cajun food is Mulate's, 201 Julia. A close second is Bon Ton Café, 401 Magazine. For Creole, try Andrew Jaeger's at 622 Conti or Tujague's ("Two-jacks") at 823 Decatur.

### Best expense account eats

If "they" are buying, hit places like Antoine's, Emeril's, Galatoire's, or K-Paul's (a favorite with the women I know). The Court of Two Sisters, 613 Rue Royale, has a decent jambalaya jazz brunch.

Ordinarily, I avoid hotel food, but I can recommend both the Grill Room at the Windsor Court Hotel and Louis XVI at the St. Louis Hotel. Both are superior.
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Need to eat fancy, but don’t want the bill to kill you? Head over to the Garden District and enjoy a dinner at Commanders Palace at 1403 Washington. Or try Gautreau’s with very good food at a reasonable cost.

Antoine’s and Galatoire’s, both in the Quarter, boast 100-year traditions. Arnaud’s also is a good spot. The food is excellent and the service is impeccable, but the tourist crowds can be a bit much. The dress code is more formal than most, so make sure you dress appropriately. If you like scenery with your food, try Bella Luna, upstairs at the French Market near Decatur and Dumaine. For a place with a view, the food’s good.

Family attractions
• The Aquarium of the Americas at the foot of Canal Street is one of the better aquariums in the world.
  • Take the streetcar tour along the Mississippi River.
  • For $4, take in a session or two at Preservation Hall at 726 St. Peter St. It will let the kids get a feel for real jazz, not the fusion brand that’s popular now.
• For a cheaper thrill, take a round-trip ride on the St. Charles Avenue trolley, all the way out of downtown to the mansions on Carrollton Avenue. The 13-mile run takes about 90 minutes and costs $1 each way. A great way to see a lot of the city.
• The Audubon Zoo, at 6500 Magazine Street, is worth a visit.
• Swamp tours (there are many) leave most of the downtown hotels twice a day. Kids love the ‘gator watching (no wild ideas about losing them in the swamp, Dad).

Call 800-672-6124 and get a copy of the Visitors Bureau pamphlet “More than 100 Things for Kids.”

Adult attractions
There are still plenty of places to hear good jazz. Can Can Café at the Royal Sonesta, 340 Bourbon; Famous Door, 339 Bourbon; House of Blues, 225 Decatur; Jazz Meridien, in The Meridien, 614 Canal; Jimmy Buffet’s Margaritaville, 1104 Decatur; 21 Supper Club, 615 Toulouse; Palm Court, 1204 Decatur; Pete Fountain’s in the Hilton; Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter; the Richelieu Room at Arnaud’s, 813 Bi-
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Successfully solving turf irrigation challenges requires a mastery of the complete system of plant nutrient requirements, water chemistry and physical restraints of the system.

In irrigation, quality means more than quantity. Improving the poor water quality that causes soil chemistry imbalances is the key to improving play on every green.

When it rains, Mother Nature takes care of all that for you. When you irrigate, let pHairway® water treatment additive do it.

pHairway water treatment additive improves water quality, acts as an effective soil anticrusting agent, and helps to avoid alkalinity. So, when Mother Nature doesn’t send rain to release her perfect natural nutrients, feed your turf with the water treatment that’s Right as Rain™

Virtually all irrigation water contains dissolved salts. Many are beneficial... while others cause destruction of soil structure and irrigation equipment. Fortunately, adding pHairway water treatment additive can control these unwanted compounds.

To find out more about pHairway visit our web site at www.prodica.com or call (877) prodica
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enville; and Tipitina’s at 233 North Pe-
ters or 310 Howard all are likely spots.

There is also gambling at Harrah's
Casino, which opened in October, a
block from the French Quarter and at
other spots such as Boomtown Casino
and Treasure Chest.

Outside town
• Take a boat down to the site of the Bat-
tle of New Orleans at Jean Lafitte Na-
tional Historical Park. It's a half-day trip.
• Check out the ante-bellum mansions
outside of New Orleans. Several firms
run tours to places like Oak Alley. Gray
Lines can be contacted at 800-535-7786.
• Ride a stern-wheeler and see New Or-
leans from the water.

Don’t leave without:
• Having beignets and coffee or chocolate at Café du Monde.
• Go to Jackson Square and spend time people-watching.
• Listening to some jazz at Preservation Hall at 726 St. Peter St.
• Trying out the various hot sauces
for sale everywhere
• Eating a Po' Boy (the local hoagie).
• Learning to pronounce Tchoupitoulas Street ("chop-a-too-las")

Other helpful tips
• Bring some self-sticking return ad-
dress labels to make it easy to sign up
for drawings.
• Wear walking shoes that have been
broken in.
• Stay somewhat sober, especially on
Bourbon Street. Pickpockets will be
upset, but your boss will appreciate
it.

• Get a U.S. Post Office Second-Day envelope and put the
postage on at home. Mail literature back to yourself so you
don't have to lug it on to the plane.
• Take extra business cards.
• Remove your trade-show badge. It screams, "Mug me."
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Always the Right Tool.

Manager Plus is the ideal maintenance management system:
• Establish preventive maintenance schedules
  for everything on your course: equipment,
  greens, bunkers, vehicles, etc.
• Track chemical applications
• Track fuel and oil consumption
• Generate work orders
• Full repair/cost histories
• Create purchase orders
• And much more!

Call For Free Demo & Brochure
Qqest Software Systems
1-800-733-8839

Manager

Plus

Easy • Powerful • Affordable

Formerly Qqest Maintenance Management Software

Simple Math

★ ADVANSTAR LANDSCAPE GROUP

OPEN
24 HOURS

www.landscapegroup.com

24-hour access to the Green Industry’s
most comprehensive information
Another day... another chance to
MAKE THINGS BETTER!

Without a single attachment, the MH-400 is the most versatile trailer there is, and you can load any greens topdresser in less than 10 seconds.

Easy to use controls, no electronics, solenoids, or complicated valve banks, just a simple design combined with a little old-fashioned common sense and reliability.

The 36 inch wide tailgate (means you can move a lot of material really fast) is fully adjustable and removable so the MH-400 can be used for everyday jobs.

Quick attach mounting brackets. No tools required for installing or removing options.

Fill bunkers, traps and ditch lines... build a new tee or renovate a green with the Cross Conveyor & Swivel Kit options.

The bi-directional floor belt is endless - no seams or staples to come apart.

Topdress fairways, approaches, large tee decks, driving ranges and trouble areas in record time with the Twin Spinner option.

Over 7 years of continuous improvements, more than 1000 units operating worldwide.

In a recent survey the majority of golfers said they preferred an average golf course that is well maintained versus a "great" design that is poorly maintained.

Since 1992, Golf Course Superintendents from all over the globe have relied on the Ty-Crop MH-400 to help create the playing conditions and memories that keep golfers coming back again and again. Not to mention other benefits including lower operating costs, improved employee morale, reduced turf compaction and less equipment traffic.

The MH-400 is the original material handler. Ty-Crop is the company most Superintendents know and trust.

STARTING FROM $300/mo.

*60 month lease term, 10% residual due at lease end, first payment in advance.
Base unit, not including freight, Dealer PDI, local or Federal taxes.

CALL US TODAY FOR MORE INFO OR A FREE DEMO
Tel (604) 794-7078 • Toll Free 1-800-845-7249 • Fax (604) 794-3446

World Leader in Material Handling and Topdressing Equipment
The ONLY Multi-functional Topdresser in the World!

How do you topdress today?
From conversations with Golf Course Superintendents we discovered there's no one topdressing solution that is right for everyone in all areas. Some lightly broadcast weekly and irrigate or “syringe” material in. Others choose to topdress a little heavier every other week and drag material in while some prefer to topdress monthly or simply go heavy after aerification.

How will you topdress tomorrow?
New grass varieties, new blends of materials, and changing climactic conditions have resulted in the need for a variety of topdressing programs, application rates and frequencies.

Prepare for the future today!
The multifunctional QuickPass 270 topdresser from Ty-Crop provides the flexibility for all types of topdressing programs, no matter what the conditions are.

Call us today for more info or a free demo:
Tel (604) 794-7078 • Toll Free 1-800-845-7249 • Fax (604) 794-3446

*60 month lease term, 10% residual due at lease end, first payment in advance.
Base unit with standard brush, not including freight, Dealer PDI, local or Federal taxes.

World Leader in Material Handling and Topdressing Equipment